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A semi-tractor-trailer truck is the combination of a tractor unit and one, or more, semi-trailers to
carry freight. A semi-trailer attaches to the tractor with a type of hitch called a fifth-wheel. It is
variously known as a transport truck, semi-trailer truck, tractor-trailer truck, semi-tractor truck,
semi-truck, trailer truck, tractor truck, transfer truck, articulated truck, artic, single truck,
semi-tractor-trailer, semi-trailer, tractor-trailer, semi-tractor, semi, trailer, tractor, big rig,
eighteen-wheeler and articulated lorry, depending on the country and region. The noticeable
difference between tractor units in Europe and North America is that almost all European
models are cab over engine called "forward control" in England [1] , while the majority of North
American trucks are "conventional" called "normal control" or "bonneted" in England [2]. This
allows shorter trucks with longer trailers with larger freight capacity within the legal maximum
total length. Furthermore, it offers greater maneuverability in confined areas, a more balanced
weight-distribution and better overall view for the driver. The major disadvantage is that for
repairs on COE trucks, the entire cab has to hinge forward to allow maintenance access.
Conversely, "conventional" cab tractors offer the driver a more comfortable driving
environment, easier access getting in or out and better protection in a collision. In Europe
usually only the driven tractor axle has dual wheels, while single wheels are used for every
other axle on the tractor and the trailer. The most common combination used in Europe is a
semi tractor with two axles, and a cargo trailer with three axles, one of which is sometimes a lift
axle, giving 5 axles and 12 wheels in total. The lift axles used on both tractors and trailers allow
the trucks to remain legal when fully loaded as weight per axle remains within the legal limits ;
on the other hand, these axle set s can be raised off the roadway for increased maneuverability,
or for reduced fuel consumption and tyre wear when carrying lighter loads. Although lift axles
usually operate automatically, they can be lowered manually even while carrying light loads, in
order to remain within legal safe limits when, for example, navigating back-road bridges with
severely restricted axle loads. For greater detail, see the United Kingdom section, below. When
using a dolly , which generally has to be equipped with lights and a license plate , rigid trucks
can be used to pull semi-trailers. The dolly is equipped with a fifth wheel to which the trailer is
coupled. Because the dolly attaches to a pintle hitch on the truck, maneuvering a trailer hooked
to a dolly is different from maneuvering a fifth wheel trailer. The wording of EMS combinations
and EuroCombi are now used interchangeably to point to truck combinations as specified in the
EU document; however, apart from Sweden and Finland, the EuroCombi is only allowed to
operate on specific roads in other EU member states. Similarly, Denmark has allowed These
vehicles will run a tonne Two types are to be used: 1 a tonne truck pulling a dolly and
semi-trailer, or 2 an articulated tractor unit pulling a B-double , member states gained the ability
to adopt the same rules. In Italy the maximum permitted weight unless exceptional transport is
authorized is 44 tonnes for any kind of combination with five axles or more. Czechia has
allowed Denmark and Norway allow Before that, the maximum length was unlimited; the only
limitations were on axle load. What stopped Sweden from adopting the same rules as the rest of
Europe, when securing road safety, was the national importance of a competitive forestry
industry. The change made trucks able to carry three stacks of cut-to-length logs instead of two,
as it would be in a short combination. In the negotiations starting in the late s preceding
Sweden and Finland's entries to the European Economic Area and later the European Union,
they insisted on exemptions from the EU rules citing environmental concerns and the
transportation needs of the logging industry. In , after their entry to the union, the rules changed
again, this time to allow trucks carrying a standard CEN unit of 7. In allowing the longer truck
combinations, what would take two The effect this major maximum weight increase would
cause to the roads and bridges in Finland over time is strongly debated. However, longer and
heavier combinations are regularly seen on public roads; special permits are issued for special
cargo. The mining company Boliden AB have a standing special permit for tonne long-ton;
short-ton combinations on select routes between mines in the inland and the processing plant
in Boliden , taking a tonne long-ton; short-ton load of ore. It will allow even longer vehicles to
further rationalize the logging transports. As the name of the project points out, it will be able to
carry four stacks of timber, instead of the usual three. As the combinations spreads its weight
over more axles, braking distance, road wear and traffic safety is believed to be either the same
or improved with the tonne long-ton; short-ton truck-trailer. As of [update] , the longest and
heaviest truck in everyday use in Finland is operated by transport company Ketosen Kuljetus as
part of a pilot project studying transport efficiency in the timber industry. Starting from Jan 21
Finland Government change the maximum allowed length of truck from New types of vehicle
combinations that differ from the current standards may also be used on the road. The
requirements for combinations also include camera systems for side visibility, an advanced
emergency braking and lane detector system, electronic driving stability system and
electronically controlled brakes. In order for a 44, kg semi-trailer truck to be permitted on UK

roads the tractor and semi-trailer must have three or more axles each. Lower weight semi-trailer
trucks can mean some tractors and trailer having fewer axles. Semi-trailer trucks in continental
Europe have a height limit of Vehicles heavier than 44, kg are permitted on UK roads but are
indivisible loads, which would be classed as abnormal or oversize. Such vehicles are required
to display an STGO Special Types General Order plate on the front of the tractor unit and, under
certain circumstances, are required to travel by an authorized route and have an escort. Starting
in January the Department for Transport is conducting a trial of longer semi-trailers. The trial
will run for a maximum of 10 years. However, in practice any such vehicle has to travel by a
route authorized by the Department of Transport and move under escort. The escort of
abnormal loads in the UK is now predominantly carried out by private companies, but extremely
large or heavy loads that require road closures must still be escorted by the police. In the UK,
some semi-trailer trucks have eight tires on three axles on the tractor; these are known as
six-wheelers or "six leggers", with either the center or rear axle having single wheels which
normally steer as well as the front axle and can be raised when not needed i. Some trailers have
two axles which have twin tires on each axle; other trailers have three axles, of which one axle
can be a lift axle which has super-single wheels. In the UK, two wheels bolted to the same hub
are classed as a single wheel, therefore a standard six-axle articulated truck is considered to
have twelve wheels, even though it has twenty tires. The UK also allows semi-trailer truck which
have six tires on two axles; these are known as four-wheelers. This is based on the fact that for
light but bulky goods such as toilet paper, plastic bottles, cereals and aluminum cans,
conventional semi-trailer trucks run out of cargo space before they reach the weight limit. The
vehicle was built after Denby Transport believed they had found a legal-loophole in the present
UK law to allow the Eco-Link to be used on the public roads. The Department for Transport were
of the opinion that this refers to recovering a vehicle after an accident or breakdown, but the
regulation does not explicitly state this. During BTAC performance testing the Eco-Link was
given an "excellent" rating for its performance in maneuverability, productivity, safety and
emissions tests, superseding ordinary semi-trailer trucks in many respects. Although the
Department for Transport advised that the Eco-Link was not permissible on public roads, Denby
Transport gave the Police prior warning of the timing and route of the test drive on the public
highway, as well as outlining their position in writing to the Eastern Traffic Area Office. On 1
December Denby Transport were preparing to drive the Eco-Link on public roads, but this was
cut short because the Police pulled the semi-trailer truck over as it left the gates in order to test
it for its legality "to investigate any The Police said the vehicle was unlawful due to its length
and Denby Transport was served with a notice by the Vehicle and Operator Services Agency
VOSA inspector to remove the vehicle from the road for inspection. However, this prompted the
Department for Transport to undertake a desk study into semi-trailer trucks, which has resulted
in the longer semi-trailer trial which commenced in In North America , the combination vehicles
made up of a powered semi-tractor and one or more semitrailers are known as "semis",
"semitrailers", [15] "tractor-trailers", "big rigs", "semi-trucks", "eighteen-wheelers" or
"semi-tractor-trailers". The tractor unit typically has two or three axles ; those built for hauling
heavy-duty commercial-construction machinery may have as many as five, some often being lift
axles. The most common tractor-cab layout has a forward engine, one steering axle, and two
drive axles. The fifth-wheel trailer coupling on most tractor trucks is movable fore and aft, to
allow adjustment in the weight distribution over its rear axle s. Ubiquitous in Europe, but less
common in North America since the s, is the cabover engine configuration, where the driver sits
next to, or over the engine. With changes in the US to the maximum length of the combined
vehicle, the cabover was largely phased out of North American over-the-road long-haul service
by Cabovers were difficult to service; for a long time the cab could not be lifted on its hinges to
a full degree forward tilt, severely limiting access to the front part of the engine. The cargo
trailer usually has tandem axles at the rear, each of which has dual wheels , or eight tires on the
trailer, four per axle. In the US it is common to refer to the number of wheel hubs, rather than
the number of tires; an axle can have either single or dual tires with no legal difference. Many
trailers are equipped with movable tandem axles to allow adjusting the weight distribution. To
connect the second of a set of doubles to the first trailer, and to support the front half of the
second trailer, a converter gear known as a "dolly" is used. This has one or two axles, a
fifth-wheel coupling for the rear trailer, and a tongue with a ring-hitch coupling for the forward
trailer. Individual states may further allow longer vehicles, known as "longer combination
vehicles" or LCVs , and may allow them to operate on roads other than Interstates. Long
combination vehicle types include:. Future long combination vehicles under consideration and
study for the US MAP transportation bill are container doubles. These combinations are under
study for potential recommendation in November The US federal government, which only
regulates the Interstate Highway System , does not set maximum length requirements except on

auto and boat transporters , only minimums. Tractors can pull two or three trailers if the
combination is legal in that state. There is a maximum width of 8. Roads other than the
Interstates are regulated by the individual states, and laws vary widely. Reasons for limiting the
legal trailer configurations include both safety concerns and the impracticality of designing and
constructing roads that can accommodate the larger wheelbase of these vehicles and the larger
minimum turning radii associated with them. In general, these configurations are restricted to
the Interstates. Except for these units, double setups are not restricted to certain roads any
more than a single setup. They are also not restricted by weather conditions or "difficulty of
operation". The Canadian province of Ontario, however, does have weather-related operating
restrictions for larger tandem trailer setups. Australian road transport has a reputation for using
very large trucks and road trains. This is reflected in the most popular configurations of trucks
generally having dual drive axles and three axles on the trailers, with four tyres on each axle.
This means that Australian single semi-trailer trucks will usually have 22 tyres, which is
generally more than their counterparts in other countries. Super single tyres are sometimes
used on tri-axle trailers. The suspension is designed with travel limiting, which will hold the rim
off the road for one blown or deflated tyre for each side of the trailer, so a trailer can be driven
at reduced speed to a safe place for repair. Super singles are also often used on the steer axle
in Australia to allow greater loading over the steer axle. The increase in loading of steer tyres
requires a permit. Long haul transport usually operates as B-doubles with two trailers each with
three axles , for a total of nine axles including steering. In some lighter duty applications only
one of the rear axles of the truck is driven, and the trailer may have only two axles. From July ,
the Australian Federal and State Governments allowed the introduction of B-triple trucks on a
specified network of roads. The front of their first trailer is supported by the turntable on the
prime mover. The second and third trailers are supported by turntables on the trailers in front of
them. As a result, B-Triples are much more stable than road trains and handle exceptionally
well. True road trains only operate in remote areas, regulated by each state or territory
government. In total, the maximum length that any articulated vehicle may be without a special
permit and escort is However, heavy restrictions apply to the areas where such a vehicle may
travel in most states. In remote areas such as the Northern Territory great care must be taken
when sharing the road with longer articulated vehicles that often travel during the daytime,
especially four-trailer road trains. B-doubles are limited to a maximum total weight of B-doubles
may only operate on designated roads, which includes most highways and some major
metropolitan roads. B-doubles are very common in all parts of Australia including state capitals
and on major routes they outnumber single trailer configurations. Maximum width of any
vehicle is 2. In the past few years, allowance has been made by several states to allow certain
designs of heavy vehicles up to 4. In effect, a 4. In Australia, both conventional prime movers
and cabovers are common, however, cabovers are most often seen on B-doubles on the eastern
seaboard where the reduction in total length allows the vehicle to pull longer trailers and thus
more cargo than it would otherwise. An Australian prime mover Kenworth and B double trailer
combination. Common combinations in New Zealand are a standard semi-trailer, a B-double , or
a rigid towing vehicle pulling a trailer with a drawbar, with a maximum of nine axles. Standard
maximum vehicle lengths for trailers with one axle set are:. Oversized loads require, at
minimum, a permit, and may require one or more pilot vehicles. The cargo trailer is, by means of
a king pin , hooked to a horseshoe-shaped quick-release coupling device called a fifth wheel or
a turntable hitch at the rear of the towing engine that allows easy hook up and release. The
truck trailer cannot move by itself because it only has wheels at the rear end: it requires a
forward axle , provided by the towing engine, to carry half the load weight. When braking hard at
high speeds, the vehicle has a tendency to fold at the pivot point between the towing vehicle
and the trailer. Such a truck accident is called a "trailer swing", although it is also commonly
described as a "jackknife". Semi trucks use air pressure, rather than hydraulic fluid, to actuate
the brake. The use of air hoses allows for ease of coupling and uncoupling of trailers from the
tractor unit. The most common failure is brake fade , usually caused when the drums or discs
and the linings of the brakes overheat from excessive use. The parking brake of the tractor unit
and the emergency brake of the trailer are spring brakes that require air pressure in order to be
released. They are applied when air pressure is released from the system, and disengaged when
air pressure is supplied. This is a fail-safe design feature which ensures that if air pressure to
either unit is lost, the vehicle will stop to a grinding halt, instead of continuing without brakes
and becoming uncontrollable. The trailer controls are coupled to the tractor through two
gladhand connectors , which provide air pressure, and an electrical cable, which provides
power to the lights and any specialized features of the trailer. Glad-hand connectors also known
as palm couplings are air hose connectors, each of which has a flat engaging face and retaining
tabs. The faces are placed together, and the units are rotated so that the tabs engage each other

to hold the connectors together. This arrangement provides a secure connection but allows the
couplers to break away without damaging the equipment if they are pulled, as may happen
when the tractor and trailer are separated without first uncoupling the air lines. These
connectors are similar in design to the ones used for a similar purpose between railroad cars.
Two air lines typically connect to the trailer unit. An emergency or main air supply line
pressurizes the trailer's air tank and disengages the emergency brake, and a second service
line controls the brake application during normal operation. This avoids coupling errors causing
no brakes plus the connections will not come apart if pulled by accident. The three electrical
lines will fit one way around a primary black, a secondary green, and an ABS lead, all of which
are collectively known as suzies or suzie coils. Another braking feature of semi-trucks is engine
braking , which could be either a compression brake usually shortened to Jake brake or exhaust
brake or combination of both. However, the use of compression brake alone produces a loud
and distinctive noise, and to control noise pollution , some local municipalities have prohibited
or restricted the use of engine brake systems inside their jurisdictions, particularly in residential
areas. The advantage to using engine braking instead of conventional brakes is that a truck can
descend a long grade without overheating its wheel brakes. Some vehicles can also be
equipped with hydraulic or electric retarders which have an advantage of near silent operation.
Because of the wide variety of loads the semi may carry, they usually have a manual
transmission to allow the driver to have as much control as possible. However, all truck
manufacturers now offer automated manual transmissions manual gearboxes with automated
gear change , as well as conventional hydraulic automatic transmissions. Semi-truck
transmissions can have as few as three forward speeds or as many as 18 forward speeds plus 2
reverse speeds. A large number of transmission ratios means the driver can operate the engine
more efficiently. Modern on-highway diesel engines are designed to provide maximum torque in
a narrow RPM range usually RPM ; having more gear ratios means the driver can hold the
engine in its optimum range regardless of road speed drive axle ratio must also be considered.
A ten-speed manual transmission, for example, is controlled via a six-slot H-box pattern, similar
to that in five-speed cars â€” five forward and one reverse gear. A Super transmission, by
contrast, has no range splitter; it uses alternating "stick and button" shifting stick shifts , button
shifts The , , and speed transmissions have the same basic shift pattern but include a splitter
button to enable additional ratios found in each range. Some transmissions may have 12
speeds. Another difference between semi-trucks and cars is the way the clutch is set up. On an
automobile , the clutch pedal is depressed full stroke to the floor for every gear shift, to ensure
the gearbox is disengaged from the engine. On a semi-truck with constant-mesh transmission
non-synchronized , such as by the Eaton Roadranger series, not only is double-clutching
required, but a clutch brake is required as well. The clutch brake stops the rotation of the gears
and allows the truck to be put into gear without grinding when stationary. The clutch is pressed
to the floor only to allow a smooth engagement of low gears when starting from a full stop;
when the truck is moving, the clutch pedal is pressed only far enough to break torque for gear
changes. An electrical connection is made between the tractor and the trailer through a cable
often referred to as a pigtail. This cable is a bundle of wires in a single casing. Each wire
controls one of the electrical circuits on the trailer, such as running lights, brake lights, turn
signals, etc. A straight cable would break when the rig went around corners, so a coiled cable is
used which retracts these coils when not under tension. It is these coils that cause the cable to
look like a pigtail. Although dual wheels are the most common, use of two single, wider tires ,
known as super singles , on each axle is becoming popular among bulk cargo carriers and
other weight-sensitive operators. With increased efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
the use of the super-single tire is gaining popularity. There are several advantages to this
configuration. The first of these is that super singles reduce fuel consumption. These savings
are realized because less energy is wasted flexing fewer tire sidewalls. Second, the lighter
overall tire weight allows a truck to be loaded with more freight. The third advantage is that the
single wheel encloses less of the brake unit, which allows faster cooling and reduces brake
fade. One of the major disadvantages of the super singles is that they are currently not as
widely available as a standard tire. In addition, if a tire should become deflated or be destroyed,
there is not another tire attached to the same hub to maintain the dynamic stability of the
vehicle, as would be the case with dual wheels. With dual wheels, the remaining tire may be
overloaded, but it will typically allow the vehicle to be safely stopped or driven to a repair
facility. In Europe, super singles became popular when the allowed weight of semitrailer rigs
was increased from 38 to 40 tonnes. The significantly lower axle weight on super singles must
be considered when comparing road wear from single versus dual wheels. Their market share is
tiny, except for mounting on the steer axle. An innovation rapidly growing in popularity is the
skirted trailer. The space between the road and the bottom of the trailer frame was traditionally

left open until it was realized that the turbulent air swirling under the trailer is a major source of
aerodynamic drag. Skirted trailers are often combined with Underrun Protection Systems
underride guards , greatly improving safety for passenger vehicles sharing the road. Underride
protection systems can be installed at the rear, front and sides of a truck and the rear and sides
of a trailer. A Rear Underrun Protection System RUPS is a rigid assembly hanging down from
trailer's chassis, which is intended to provide some protection for passenger cars which collide
with the rear of the trailer. Public awareness of this safeguard was increased in the aftermath of
the accident that killed actress Jayne Mansfield on 29 June , when the car she was in hit the rear
of a tractor-trailer, causing fatal head trauma. The bottom rear of the trailer is near head level for
an adult seated in a car, and without the underride guard, the only protection for such an adult's
head in a rear-end collision would be the car's windshield and A pillars. The front of the car
goes under the platform of the trailer rather than making contact via the passenger car bumper ,
so the car's protective crush zone becomes irrelevant and air bags are ineffective in protecting
the passengers. In addition to rear underride guards, truck tractor cabs may be equipped with a
Front Underrun Protection System FUPS at the front bumper of the truck, if the front end is not
low enough for the bumper to provide the adequate protection on its own. These additional
barriers prevent passenger cars from skidding underneath the trailer from the side, such as in
an oblique or side collision , or if the trailer jackknifes across the road, and helps protect
cyclists, pedestrians and other vulnerable road users. In addition to safety benefits, these
underride guards may improve fuel mileage by reducing air turbulence under the trailer at
highway speeds. Another benefit of having a sturdy rear underride guard is that it may be
secured to a loading dock with a hook to prevent " trailer creep ", a movement of the trailer
away from the dock, which opens up a dangerous gap during loading or unloading operations.
A special driver's license is required to operate various commercial vehicles. Truck drivers in
Australia require an endorsed license. These endorsements are gained through training and
experience. From licenses MR and upward there is also a B Condition which may apply to the
license if testing in a synchromesh or automatic transmission vehicle. The B Condition may be
removed upon the driver proving the ability to drive a constant mesh transmission using the
clutch. Constant mesh transmission refers to crash box transmissions, predominantly Road
Ranger eighteen-speed transmissions in Australia. Regulations vary by province. A license to
operate a vehicle with air brakes is required i. In Ontario , a "Z" endorsement [42] is required to
drive any vehicle using air brakes; in provinces other than Ontario, the "A" endorsement is for
air brake operation only, and an "S" endorsement is for both operation and adjustment of air
brakes. Anyone holding a valid Ontario driver's license i. A Class B any school bus , C any
urban-transit-vehicle or highway-coach , or D heavy trucks other than tractor-trailers license
enables its holder to drive any truck-trailer combination with a registered- or
actual-gross-vehicle-weight i. A category CE driving licence is required to drive a tractor-trailer
in Europe. A bus that is registered for no more than 16 passengers, excluding the driver, can be
driven with a D1 license. In New Zealand, drivers of heavy vehicles require specific licenses,
termed as classes. For other types of vehicles the classes are separately licensed as follows:.
Further information on the New Zealand licensing system for heavy vehicles can be found at the
New Zealand Transport Agency. These rules define a combination vehicle as a motor vehicle
towing a heavy trailer, i. Some states such as North Dakota provide exemptions for farmers,
allowing non-commercial license holders to operate semis within a certain air-mile radius of
their reporting location. State exemptions, however, are only applicable in intrastate commerce;
stipulations of the Code of Federal Regulations CFR may be applied in interstate commerce.
Also a person under the age of 21 cannot operate a commercial vehicle outside the state where
the commercial license was issued. This restriction may also be mirrored by certain states in
their intrastate regulations. A person must be at least 18 in order to be issued a commercial
license. In addition, endorsements are necessary for certain cargo and vehicle arrangements
and types;. Modern day semi-trailer trucks often operate as a part of a domestic or international
transport infrastructure to support containerized cargo shipment. Various types of rail flat bed
train cars are modified to hold the cargo trailer or container with wheels or without. This is
called Intermodal or piggyback. The system allows the cargo to switch from highway to railway
or vice versa with relative ease by using gantry cranes. The large trailers pulled by a tractor unit
come in many styles, lengths, and shapes. Some common types are: vans, reefers, flatbeds,
sidelifts and tankers. These trailers may be refrigerated, heated, ventilated, or pressurized,
depending on climate and cargo. Some trailers have movable wheel axles that can be adjusted
by moving them on a track underneath the trailer body and securing them in place with large
pins. The purpose of this is to help adjust weight distribution over the various axles, to comply
with local laws. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Combination of a tractor unit and one or
more semi-trailers to carry freight. Not to be confused with Tesla Semi. For other uses, see 18
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Semi-trailer truck. A
popular method used by many is to search ebay for semi trucks of the same year, manufacture
and model. Often the prices of semis sold on ebay are close to the estimated values provided by
blue book publications. A popular auction site, their truck value search provides the prices of
previous sales. When multiple completed sales exist, you can view 1 the number of sales 2
number of current listings and 3 high 4 low 5 average sale price. Here are instructions to
complete a search of FastLine 1. Go to [fastline. Select Category as [Truck] 3. Enter
[Manufacturer] 4. Enter [Model] 5. Enter [Year Start] to [Year End] 6. Click [Search] to view
results Select [View Listings] to compare your truck description to those provided within your
search results. The N. Official Commercial Truck Guide is published monthly. You may be able
to find this blue book publication at a local bookstore such as Borders or libraries in large
metropolitan areas. Since the values are updated monthly you should always reference the
most recent publication. Values for class 4 - 8 tractors and straight trucks. Service provides
wholesale, retail, loan values for semi trucks. VIN search. Ask Question. VIN Lookup. Semi
Truck. Blue Book Guide. Semi Truck How to find free blue book values of a semi truck Free
Links 2 This free guide is designed to assist you with locating resources to determine the used
value of a semi truck. List Of Semi Truck Manufacturers. New Questions. New Answers. Used
Values. Western Star. Blue Book. Classic Car. Dump Truck. Fifth Wheel. Horse Trailer. Jet Ski.
Lawn Mower. Pontoon Boat. Toy Hauler. Travel Trailer. NADA Guides. Kelley Blue Book. Black
Book. Type of Values. An electric truck is an electric vehicle powered by batteries designed to
deliver cargo. Electric trucks have been around in niche application areas for over a hundred
years, but more recently the advent of lithium ion batteries has enabled the range of electric
trucks to increase to several hundred miles, making them of much wider applicability. Electric
trucks are becoming an alternative to traditional trucks, while creating no local pollution. Due to
the high efficiency of electric power trains, running costs are expected to be lower. However,
electric trucks are usually heavier than diesel trucks, the energy density of lithium ion batteries
is far less, so very long range trucking requires recharging en route, causing delays, or the
swapping of tractor units. A few electric general lorries prototypes or produced by small
manufacturers, and often converted Diesel units, have been built until the s. Trials with different
companies in real-world conditions, for several months or more, have been conducted, for
example with Renault , E Force and Emoss heavy-duty lorries in the s. Renault launched its
small electric Maxity in and Mitsubishi Fuso its slightly larger eCanter in From , other major
manufacturers including MAN , Mercedes-Benz and DAF began deliveries of prototypes or
pre-production heavy-duty units to companies for real-world testing. In , the first series

production of heavy-duty lorries is expected to begin with notably Renault , Volvo and MAN. In
the late s, Chevrolet produced a small series of an electric S pickup truck. A Canadian company
named Ecotuned offers an all-electric conversion of the Ford F ; these vehicles are used by the
electricity provider Hydro Quebec and Montreal Airport. Ford itself intends to manufacture an
electric variant of the F ; construction of a factory for this purpose, next to the existing one in
Dearborn , has already started. Additionally, a lot of Neighborhood Electric Vehicles are, or
were, available as light pickup trucks. These trucks are not limited to operation within seaports
or drayage operations; their range in the case of the BYD 8TT, miles at full load and miles at half
load allows use on regional routes. Tesla plans to join in with the Tesla Semi. The Port of Los
Angeles and South Coast Air Quality Management District have demonstrated a short-range
heavy-duty all-electric truck capable of hauling a fully loaded foot It uses 2 kilowatt-hours per
mile 1. The diesel truck that it replaces uses the equivalent of Thus the diesel truck is using 3.
Thus the only variables that are stopping commercial use of electric trucks are original vehicle
cost and the driving range, owing to the high battery pack cost and low specific energy. Electric
tractors have been built since the s. A common example of the battery electric trucks is the milk
float. Since it makes many stops in delivering milk it is more practical to use an electric vehicle
than a combustion truck, which would be idling much of the time; it also reduces noise in
residential areas. For most of the 20th century, the majority of the world's battery electric road
vehicles were British milk floats. With a similar driving pattern of a delivery vehicle like the milk
float above, garbage trucks are excellent candidates for electric drive. Most of their time is
spent stopping, starting or idling. These activities are where internal combustion engines are
their least efficient. These and other factors such as ease of driver training resulted in
Birmingham City Council opting to use electric dustcarts to start replacing its horse driven
carts in In preparation for the Olympic Games, 3, of the internal combustion engine garbage
trucks in Beijing were replaced with lithium ion polymer battery pack electric drive trucks. In ,
North America became home to its own electric garbage truck. The majority of the money used
to purchase the first truck came from a DoE grant secured by then-Senator Barack Obama. The
City of Chicago runs the Motiv ERV on different residential refuse and recycling routes of up to
60 miles, saving 2, gallons a year. Chicago specified that this ERV must meet the demanding
requirements placed on all of its garbage trucks. This included 60 mile range, a payload
capacity of nine tons and pounds per cubic yard of compaction. These specifications make the
ERV capable of use anywhere in Chicago. To supply enough electricity to move the truck and
power the hydraulics all day, the ERV is equipped with kilowatt-hours of energy, in ten battery
packs. Full charge time is 8 hours using the Motiv Universal Fast Charger. Wrightspeed
provides electric powertrain for garbage trucks and other medium-duty trucks. In Europe, as of ,
electric garbage trucks have been ordered by Geneva, [21] Basel, [22] Frankfurt, [23] Duisburg
[24] and other cities. Thanks to a kWh battery, [21] such a truck can still achieve a range of over
km miles before it needs recharging. Some attempts to produce such lorries have been made,
for example the one by PapaBravo. Electric mining trucks have the benefit of not polluting
underground. In case of high-altitude mines, the downhill trip with ore recharges the batteries
due to regenerative braking. These figures exclude buses. The manufacturer sells light-,
medium- and heavy-duty electric trucks. Mack unveiled the LR refuse lorry in May Its
commercialisation should begin in Renault Trucks , part of Volvo, began selling an electric
version of its Maxity small lorry in After these years of testing, Renault will commercialise its D
and D Wide lorries in They will be built in France alongside their Volvo counterparts. Volvo will
launch their first mass-produced electric FE and FL lorries in early They will be built in France
alongside their Renault counterparts. Mitsubishi Fuso began deliveries of the eCanter in
Mercedes-Benz began delivering eActros units to 10 customers in September for a two-year
real-world test. Freightliner began delivering e-M2 lorries to Penske in December , and will
commercialise its larger e-Cascadia in It uses a VDL powertrain. Peterbilt has unveiled in Spring
a partnership with Meritor and TransPower, who will supply all-electric drivetrain systems for
two Peterbilt vehicle platforms. They will produce twelve Class 8 EV day cab tractors and three
EV dustbin lorries that will be tested for about a year. Six units should be delivered to its major
customer in A small series production will take place before a larger serial production
scheduled to begin in The solar panels on the roof of the truck along with the recuperation
provides 23 percent of the total energy of the vehicle. A comparable diesel engine consumes
about three times as much energy. The industry association Euro Solar European Solar Prize
awarded in the category transport and mobility to Coop for the use of this electric truck. It is
about twice as expensive as a diesel version of the truck. The truck is based on an Iveco Stralis
chassis. The converted in cash consumption is 10 francs per kilometers, with a diesel truck is
50 francs. According to Coop, the vehicle had a comparable diesel truck emissions concerning
superior and equal in the economy. The battery can be replaced within 10 minutes. The

company achieved energy savings by two-thirds compared to a diesel truck. The maintenance
and the service life are not higher than a comparable diesel truck. The company wants to use
other vehicles of this type. In , Siemens and the South Coast Air Quality Management District
have launched an electrified highway demonstration project near the Los Angeles Port and
Long Beach Port , using overhead lines to supply the trucks with electrical power instead of
relying on onboard batteries. In , GGT Electric, [59] an automotive engineering, design and
manufacturing company [60] based in Milford, Michigan, introduced a new line of all-electric
trucks for sale. GGT has developed LSV zero-emission electric vehicles for fleet markets,
municipalities, universities, and state and federal government. The company offers 4-door
electric pick-up trucks, [61] electric passenger vans, and flatbed electric trucks with tilt and
dump capability. The vehicle is to go the end of in operation. The dump truck weighs tons. The
chassis is a Komatsu For comparison, diesel vehicles of this type consume approximately 50,
to , liters of diesel per year. The Motiv kit can be used with almost any new truck maker's
chassis or for an older truck retrofit. Motiv collaborates with existing truck manufacturers to
allow them to sell electric options to their existing customers. Launched in , the Newton electric
truck is an all-electric commercial vehicle from Smith Electric Vehicles. Each is available in
short, medium or long wheelbase. In Smith re-released the Newton with new driveline and
battery systems that were developed inhouse. In , PapaBravo Innovations, [67] an electric
vehicle design, manufacturing and engineering company based in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,
Canada introduced a full line of heavy-duty underground mining trucks. These off-road 4x4
trucks are the first of their kind; a one-ton platform with full-time 4-wheel-drive capability. They
have been designed specifically for "soft-rock" underground mining industries. BMW Group has
commissioned an electrically powered ton truck for transporting material on public roads. The
vehicle comes from the Dutch manufacturer Terberg and commutes eight times a day between a
logistics center and the Munich BMW plant. The truck battery takes three to four hours to
charge. When fully charged, the vehicle has a range of up to kilometres. Thus, the electric truck
can theoretically complete a full production day without any additional recharging. Compared to
a diesel engine truck, the electric truck will save California has started its zero emission truck
program in which they accelerate the production and deployment of electric trucks. As a
remedy, California has just decided to begin the clean truck standard. California wants , electric
trucks of which 17, are semi trucks by By , all trucks have to be electric. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. For information on trucks using a combination of internal combustion
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display approx miles away for each ad. Sort By :. Fuel your drive for success and set the
standards in the transport business by enhancing your fleet with this Peterbilt double bunk
sleeper cab semi truck! This rig is powered by a hp Cummins engine and a speed transmission!
Call us now for more info! Deliver on your transport business' vision by making the right move
and getting this International Pro Star Plus sleeper cab semi truck! This truck runs on a hp
Maxxforce 13 engine and a speed automatic transmission! Find out more by calling us today!
Go smoothly with comfort and safety on every drive with this Freightliner Cascadia sleeper cab
semi truck! This sleeper truck is powered by a hp Detroit DD15 engine! Call us today for more
details! Make your company the preferred freight solution by upgrading your fleet with this
Peterbilt sleeper cab semi truck! This truck is powered by a Paccar MX engine and a speed
Eaton transmission! Go full steam into the future by adding this Peterbilt sleeper cab semi truck
to your fleet! Reach out for more info! Go beyond expectations when you deliver every cargo
with this beautiful Peterbilt American Classic sleeper cab semi truck! This big rig runs on a hp
Detroit Series 60 motor mated to an speed transmission! Call us now for more details! Get every
cargo to its destination with comfort and ease by hauling in this Kenworth WL sleeper cab semi
truck! Be a mobile power station for a huge variety of industries! You'll make every event a
successful one using this whisper-quiet Crawford Studio kw A commercial generator mounted
on a Freightliner Argosy tractor. This thing is amazing, so many possibilities. See details!
Maximize the potential of your business with this International flatbed tow truck! This truck is in
very good condition and runs really well! Reach out for more details! Extend the boundaries of
your transport services with this powerful Peterbilt EXHD sleeper cab semi truck! This rig runs
on a hp Cat E motor and a speed manual transmission! See full specs below and learn how you
can drive it home by calling us today! Make every transport hassle-free and bring more hauling
projects your way with this Freightliner Cascadia sleeper cab semi truck! Let hauling take you
to the top with the help of this Freightliner Coronado Mid Roof sleeper cab! Check out more of
this vehicle's features below. Would you like us to text you the answers to your questions about
specific trailers? Increase your business' hauling potential by becoming the new owner of this
Kenworth T sleeper semi truck! More of the vehicle's features are listed below. Prepare your
fleet for more hauling activity by adding this Western Star Long Nose day cab semi truck! This
truck is powered by a hp Caterpillar 6NZ motor and a speed manual transmission! Drive it home
by calling us today! Maintain the quality of every cargo and deliver more customers your way
with the help of this Isuzu NQR 16' Thermo King refrigerated box truck! Ring us up for more

info! Give more power to your transport services with the addition of this Peterbilt triaxle dump
truck! This rig is powered by a hp Caterpillar twin turbo engine and a 6-speed automatic
transmission! Take your transport business beyond expectation with this powerful Kenworth T
sleeper cab semi truck! This rig is powered by a hp Cummins engine and an speed
transmission! Let this Peterbilt sleeper cab semi truck be your logistic partner to success! See
more details listed down below. Keep your drive for success going by improving your transport
services with this Freightliner Cascadia Evolution double bunk sleeper cab semi truck with a
DT12 automatic transmission! Flatbed semi trailer also available. Call for pricing. Get more
hauling jobs in every direction when you add this Volvo VNL sleeper cab semi truck! This truck
is in good condition and runs on a hp D13 motor with a speed automatic transmission! Get
every cargo delivered with no hassle with this Peterbilt day cab semi truck! This great truck
runs on a hp Cat C15 Acert engine and a speed manual transmission! Make it yours by calling
us today! Elevate your trucking business by getting this Volvo Cascadia sleeper cab! More
details are listed below, check them out! Haul with might by increasing the capabilities of your
fleet with this Western Star Classic quad-axle dump truck powered by a Cat motor and an 8LL
transmission! Fuel your drive for success with this International dump truck! This truck is
powered by a Cummins ISM engine and a speed transmission! Serve your customers better by
empowering your workforce with this Peterbilt sleeper cab semi truck! This truck runs on a hp
Caterpillar b engine and a speed manual transmission! Find out how you can take it home by
calling us today! Invest in the future of your transport business by adding this Freightliner
Cascadia sleeper cab semi truck to your fleet! This sleeper truck is powered by a Detroit DD15
engine! This International day cab will surely be a great addition to your already awesome fleet!
Grab this excellent, pre emissions semi truck while it's still available! Deliver every cargo with
confidence when you haul with this Volvo VNL sleeper cab semi truck in pristine condition!
Reach for more info! Expand the boundaries of your transport services with the help of this
Peterbilt sleeper cab semi truck powered by a hp Paccar MX and a speed automatic
transmission! Right here is a Mack CH dump truck that's ready to answer your hauling needs!
Call us today to know more about this vehicle and this offer! Establish your business as the
transport service of choice by continually strengthening your fleet with the help of this
Freightliner Cascadia sleeper cab semi truck! Continue moving forward by adding power to
your workforce with this mighty Kenworth W sleeper cab semi truck! This truck is powered by a
hp 99 W2S Cat E! Learn how you can take it home by calling us today! Ensure success in every
route with this beautiful Freightliner Coronado sleeper cab semi truck! This rig is powered by a
hp Let the success of your business ride with this Peterbilt sleeper cab semi truck! This rig runs
on a hp Cummins engine and a speed Eaton Fuller transmission! Make a smart move by being
the next owner of this solid Kenworth T sleeper cab semi truck and deliver nothing but
satisfaction in every haul! This rig runs on a Cat C15 twin turbo engine and a speed
transmission! Power your way to the top of transport business by being the next owner of this
Freightliner Cascadia sleeper cab semi truck powered by a Detroit DD15 motor and an
automatic transmission! Stay ahead of the game by giving your fleet a boost with the help of
this Kenworth T hook lift truck in immaculate condition! This truck has a 54" hook with lb
capacity and is powered by a Paccar engine with an Allison automatic transmission! Must see
to appreciate! Move your business towards its ultimate goal with ease when you add this
Peterbilt dump truck to your fleet! Take your transport services up a notch with the addition of
this Kenworth T triaxle dump truck powered by a hp Paccar engine and an 8LL Allison manual
transmission! Keep the profits rolling your way by welcoming new opportunities with the help of
this well-maintained Volvo VNL64T sleeper cab semi truck! This truck has a factory Volvo speed
automatic transmission! Get a great ally in fortifying your fleet for tons of hauling opportunities
with this Freightliner FLD classic quad axle dump truck! This rig runs on a hp Cat C15 motor
and an ultrashift speed transmission! Make your dream delivery business within reach by being
the next home of this very clean Kenworth 26' cargo box truck! This truck is powered a Paccar
engine and an automatic transmission! Call us today for more info! Two units available. Price is
for each. Continue driving your way to success by adding this Freightliner Cascadia day cab
semi truck to your fleet! This rig is powered by a hp Detroit DD13 and a speed manual
transmission! Have a smooth ride towards your goals when you roll with this Chevrolet 10'
dump truck! This truck is powered by a 6. Ensure the successful delivery of every cargo with
the help of this Kenworth W day cab semi truck powered by a hp Caterpillar C12 and a speed
Eaton manual transmission! Put your business on top with the help of this Freightliner Cascadia
sleeper cab semi truck with very low miles! Raise the level of your transport services by adding
this International Pro Star day cab semi truck! This truck is powered by a hp Maxxforce motor
and a speed manual transmission! Let your transport business flourish with new opportunities
with the addition of this Chevrolet C 21' flatbed medium duty tow truck to your fleet! Take your

business one step closer to ultimate success by being the next home of this Ford F flatbed
truck! This truck is powered by a 7. Give us a call to learn more! Welcome more hauling
opportunities for your business by adding this Dorsey 53' dry van semi trailer to your
workforce! Strengthen the foundation of your transport business with the help of this Volvo
VNL64T double bunk sleeper cab semi truck with a Cummins engine and a 9-speed Eaton-Fuller
manual transmission! Take every cargo to its destination with comfort and peace of mind when
you roll with this Freightliner Cascadia sleeper cab semi truck! Find out how you can drive it
home by calling us today! Improve your hauling business' potential with the help of this - 26'
Kenworth T box truck! This vehicle has been well taken care of and its oil is always changed on
time. More details are available for you to review below. Right here is a Freightliner FLD day cab
semi truck that's ready for your every trucking needs! More details are listed down below. Move
your business one step closer to ultimate success with this powerful Kenworth WL sleeper cab
semi truck! This rig runs on a hp Cat motor mated to an speed manual transmission! Don't wait
up, make it yours by calling us today! Bring your business to the top by increasing your fleet's
capacity with this International sleeper cab semi truck! This truck is powered by a hp Cummins
ISX motor and a speed manual transmission! Keep your business going towards success by
adding this Freightliner Cascadia sleeper cab semi truck to your fleet! Let this ready to roll
Transcraft Eagle 48' x " combo flatbed semi trailer help you in bringing more success to your
transport biz! Bring more power to your transport services by adding this Kenworth T sleeper
cab semi truck to your fleet! Ring us up for more details! Price is USD. Deliver your transport
business to ultimate success with this Volvo VNL sleeper cab semi truck powered by a hp D
engine and a speed I-Shift transmission! Make your mark in the transport business with the help
of this heavy-duty Peterbilt sleeper cab semi truck! This rig is powered by a Cummins ISX motor
and a speed transmission! Move forward with your trucking business by getting this Volvo
VNL64T sleeper cab semi truck! Make your business more profitable by adding this Utility 53'
aluminum combo flatbed semi trailer to your fleet! This trailer is in great condition and ready to
haul! Take more hauling projects and hit the road with confidence with the help of this
Freightliner Cascadia sleeper cab semi truck powered by a 14L Detroit S60 motor and a speed
transmission! Be the next home of this Ford Aero Max L dump truck ready to take on any job
and work right now! This rig is powered by a hp Cat engine and a 9-speed transmission! Take
the road with confidence and make every haul a success with this solid Peterbilt sleeper cab
semi truck! This truck is powered by a Cat C15 6NZ motor and a speed transmission! This truck
has a significant cab over storage and has passed Virginia state inspection good through !
Make a move towards the continued growth of your business by acquiring this very nice Ford F
Super Duty flatbed semi truck powered by a Power Stroke V8 turbo diesel engine! This truck
ready to work from day one! This Fontaine 48" x " Conestoga flatbed will surely be a great
addition to your already awesome fleet! See more of its details below. Boost the capacity of
your transport services with the addition of this fleet-maintained International 22' box truck
powered by a hp DT motor and a 6-speed transmission! Increase the capacity of your business
with the help of this Freightliner Business Class M2 box truck! This box truck is powered by a
Cummins ISB 6. Ready to Haul Wabash Alum 8. Upgrade your hauling services by adding this
Wabash alum 8. This trailer is in pristine condition and was very lightly used! Bring more
opportunities to the doors of your transport business by being the next owner of this Great
Dane reefer semi trailer with a Carrier A reefer unit! Make your hauling services the best with the
addition of this Volvo VNL sleeper cab semi truck to your fleet! This truck is powered by a
Detroit 13 motor and a speed automatic transmission! Make your business flourish with tons of
new hauling opportunities when your fleet becomes the next home of this Peterbilt sleeper cab
semi truck! This truck is powered by a Cummins N14 engine and a speed transmission!
Accelerate your quest for success by adding this brand new Peterbilt standard rollback flatbed
tow truck to your fleet! Reinforce your fleet for more business opportunities with the help of this
strong International dump truck powered by a Cummins motor! Fortify the foundations of your
hauling services by adding this International dump truck to your fleet! This dump truck is
powered by a Cummins diesel engine and a manual transmission and has a large yard bed! This
Mack CXP dump truck is in great mechanical condition and is ready to help you further your
success! It is powered by a 7-speed manual transmission and has a 10' dump box that was
specially built just about 3 years ago. Haul your dreams all the way to the top with this Volvo
day cab semi truck! Call us for more details. Make a smart trucking move by owning this Mack
CTP dump truck! It has low engine hours and all its maintenance receipts are also available! Get
your fleet ready for tons of incoming hauling opportunities with the addition of this high-end
Peterbilt sleeper cab semi truck with a speed manual transmission! If you're looking for a
heavy-duty rig to raise the level of your services, then you're definitely on the right spot!
Available for purchase is a hardworking Western Star ten-wheeler dump truck! Call us now and

learn how you can drive it home! Continue moving forward towards the ultimate success of
your transport business with this Mack Vision CXN dump truck! Increase the capability of your
transport workforce with the addition of this Freightliner Cascadia sleeper cab semi truck! This
truck is powered by a hp Detroit DD15 motor and a speed manual transmission! Carry any load
with confidence using this Kenworth WA dump truck, powered by a Big Cam Cummins motor
and a speed manual Eaton transmission! More of its features are listed down below. Take a look
at this Peterbilt Shorty sleeper cab semi truck ready to be your next reliable hauling companion!
This classic is powered by a Cat B motor and a speed Eaton-Fuller transmission! Load up your
transport services with more hauling projects with the help of this heavy-duty 53' flatbed
semi-trailer! This trailer just came off the road and is in ready to be put back in service
condition! Keep your drive for ultimate success going with the addition of this incredible
Peterbilt dump truck powered by a Cat C15 engine! Maximize your fleet's potential with the
addition of this ready to work Mack Granite dump truck! Become the preferred service for
quality transport by adding this very nice Mack CXU Pinnacle sleeper cab semi truck to your
fleet! This truck runs on a hp MP8 motor and an M-drive automatic transmission! Expand the
capabilities of your business with the help of this Utility 48' x " dual temp reefer semi-trailer with
ThermoKing unit! Trailer only being sold, not truck. Strengthen your fleet for more business
opportunities with this Peterbilt triaxle with straight lift axle dump truck! This truck is powered
by a hp Cat C10 engine and an Eaton-Fuller manual transmission! Call us for more details!
Power up your transport services with the addition of this very low mileage Western Star
sleeper cab semi truck powered by a hp Detroit DD15 motor and a speed automatic
transmission! See full details below and find out how you can drive it home by calling us today!
Retain the quality of your cargo no matter how far you go with this Utility 53' reefer semi trailer
with carrier unit! See more listings on the pages below Items on page: 25 50 Sell Your
Equipment. Sell Semi Trucks - It's Free. Semi Trucks Testimonials February 9th, Tonya and the
UsedVending team were a great partner in selling my equipment and dealing with the added
complexity of it being a cross-border transaction. They were helpful, responsive and
transparent. Calgary, MT. Bradley assured me that all was checked out and was sure that the
deal would go through. Thanks for his encouragement or I would have walked away. I got my
trailer! Thanks, Bradley. Ronnie Branham, St. George, UT. After several inquiries and
tire-kickings, Melissa found us a buyer for our single purpose custom funnel cake trailer,
facilitating the sale from beginning to end. The buyer was a perfect fit and the transaction was
seamless throughout. UsedVending listed the unit, brought the buyers and contracted the sale
with no hassles or difficulties for us. We highly recommend Melissa and UsedVending if you are
looking for the whole package! Tonya was an awesome help in selling our truck. The entire
experience was great! We just followed her directions and all went smoothly. We were fortunate
to sell to a great buyer as well. Once again thanks to Tonya and the staff at UsedVending.
Melissa was absolutely amazing to work with on the purchase of our new shaved ice trailer. Our
trailer will be a new adventure, Melissa was very helpful in helping us find just the right options,
answered all the questions and stayed with us through the entire process. Christine Darsow,
Olympia, WA. I bought my trailer from UsedVending. They were very nice and went out of their
way to find me a great deal!! Please use them. My business is up and booming. I love my trailer!
Bridget Eaton, Tilly, AR. The City of Dover began looking for a food truck on December 15, On
December 21st city representative went down to inspect unit. Papers were signed and unit
delivered on Christmas Eve. Everyone is always leery selling something online with no contact
from prospective buyers - until our company got in touch with UsedVending and Denise. She
did a wonderful job, walked us through the process form start to finish. Made for an almost
seamless sale of our product, if you are having doubts don't. Would absolutely contact Denise if
the need to sell something arises in the future. Great company to deal with, honest, helpful and
right on point. Eric Graupmann, Chesapeake, VA. Tonya was great and very professional. I'm
very happy with the services provided. Super easy! Thank you for listing my truck which sold
within 30 days. In a nutshell, my life is much better because of your company and service.
Kenneth Lawrence, Williamston, NC. Denise was absolutely brilliant helping us with our
transactions! I am so glad we had her and her patient nature to help us get the truck! I
appreciate all of her hard work and incredible hand holding! She knocked it out of the park for
us! Thank you Denise My mother and I tried to sell our food truck on our own. It was time
consuming and very frustrating. All we got was tire kickers. Then we decided to list the food
truck on usedvending. Miracles do happen. GOD sent Melissa into our lives. She is so amazing,
wonderful, funny, professional, and extremely knowledgeable. Melissa helped with every detail
from start to finish and We could always get in touch with her. We never had to deal with tire
kickers again. Melissa found an interested buyer and took care of all the complicated paperwork
because the food truck was sold and going to another state. We sincerely appreciate Melissa

and UsedVending. Cardinal, VA. I gotta say, I was surprised at how well everything went for me.
No commitments, no contracts, no fees, and Nicole sold my trailer within about two weeks,
hassle free. I highly recommend David Taylor, Tampa, FL. This company got my truck sold
quickly and the process was so smooth! Tonya was my agent and was she so helpful and
available to me all the time with any questions I had even by text which was so convenient with
my schedule. It was so nice to get connected with a serious buyer rather than me fielding a
bunch of calls on my own, such a time saver! I would absolutely recommend this company to
handle your sale! Rhiannon Sandoval, Valencia, CA. Due to the pandemic I had to sell my
dessert truck but was made easy and reassuring with this website; I was able to find a buyer in
less than 2 weeks. Alexander Felix, Chicago, IL. The process was so fast and easy, working with
Melissa on this venture was great. Her customer service made it a smooth and joyous
experience. As well as working with the owners of the trailer. I would definitely go through the
process again using this company UsedVending, it really exceeded my expectations. Thank you
Melissa and UsedVending for helping me find a trailer so I can go on to my next adventure.
Wendy B. Was amazing. I was super intimidated to purchase my very first food truck I actually
ended up buying an empty step van and Wendy knocked it out of the park in guiding me the
entire way. Thank you Wendy and Used Vending! Lori M. My experience with this company was
awesome considering I'm a very skeptic person; however they were very enthusiastic about
helping me with an extreme sense of urgency which made me very happy. I would highly
recommend them to everyone simply because they will take care of your needs with great
results. Their staff keeps you posted on every move they make, not to mention the bubbly
personality that comes with them which makes you feel comfortable and a part of their family,
because I certainly felt like a part of their family through out the entire sale of my food truck. So
if there's anyone trying to make a sale, I strongly suggest and I encourage you to please go
through this company because you won't get results like this with anyone else trust me. Go with
the best if you want the best. I had an amazing stress free experience with UsedVending. I
purchased through them and I've sold through them. I was reluctant at first to use an online
site, but they are in fact extremely reliable and they make the process so easy. Sylvia Davis,
Reynoldsburg, OH. This is my first truck so I didnt really know a lot about finding one. Not only
did Wendy make this experience easy, she also gave helpful suggestions that only somebody
with extensive experience in this field could give; from specs to purchase and delivery. Having
success in purchasing something that will contribute to one of your dreams, sets the tone for
success in the rest of the experience. Thank you for the great customer service that I honestly
thought was a thing of the past Melissa Powers made this process super easy and
communicated each step well ahead of time. She even put in some time on the weekend and
while she was on vacation to make sure we got the right trailer for our needs. Their escrow
service also put our mind at ease. Can't wait to serve up some house made pizzas at our
brewery! Thanks Melissa and UsedVending. Chris Harker, Charlotte, NC. Denise was great. She
went above and beyond. I am very happy I chose UsedVending. They did exactly what they said
they would do. They found a buyer, the truck got sold, there were no hidden fees, no gimmicks,
no issues, and I got paid exactly what was expected. Most of all, the buyer was happy. I highly
recommend UsedVending to anyone and would use them again if I ever had a need for their
services. They really were outstanding. Thank You UsedVending. Denise at UsedVending. Very
professional, the transaction went flawlessly. Would highly recommend the UsedVending.
Randy M. Cohen, Palm Harbor, FL. Our family has purchased 3 concession trailers from
UsedVending and we have sold 3 concession trailers through UsedVending. Nicole was so
helpful and professional. Used Vending has been a blessing for our family. We appreciate the
courtesy and kindness of Nicole. I would highly recommend Used Vending for anyone trying to
sell their concession trailer or purchase equipment, catering trailers, or food trucks. Ali B.
Where do I start?! OK first, my broker was Samantha. I knew wanted to buy a food truck and I
told her I wanted a quick sale. She helped me do just that with great communication. After
giving my deposit, I did have frustration with the owner, But I communicated that with her and
she fixed it right away. Not only did she explain everything to me, the owners were very helpful
before and after the buy. I really would recommend this company to anyone buying anything lol.
They know how to get it done close to perfect. Thank you so much Samantha. I hope you
receive many more buyers through you because you are truly a great saleswoman without
selling haha. Thank you. Tatiana W. With all the uncertainty and gloomy outlook in Tonya and
April were awesome to work with. I'm happy with the selling price and the process was so easy I
thought I was doing it wrong. They hold your hand and do not pressure you. They give you
advice and support and don't try and talk you into taking less than what you're comfortable
with. UsedVending was the best decision. Tina O. Looking to find a food truck for my wife I
stumble upon UsedVending. I talked to Melissa Powers, and by the end of the call I really felt

like I really could trust her and the second call I felt as if she knows my family I would
recommend UsedVending. Thank you so much Melissa for your help James and Dione
Cleveland Harvey, Louisiana. I just sold my food truck with UsedVending and had the pleasure
of working with Wendy as my point of contact. Wendy was professional and on point with all of
the information needed and required to complete the transaction. My experience was above my
expectation. My transaction took a little longer because of a slow down at DMV but Wendy made
sure that the buyer and I stayed connected with updates and progress. Once all the paperwork
was submitted accordingly, Wendy was able to complete the sale. Wendy even checked in while
she was on vacation. The sale was completed and money wired to my account within 2 days. I
would highly recommend Used Vending as this experience was seamless and they are very
experienced at what they do. Ernie Nieves, Seymour, CT. Regarding our experience, working
personally with Brad, and UsedVending: It has been an exceptionally great experience.
Communication, handling matters, response, service, trust, ethics, clarity, goal target,
orientation, and not only, each one, experienced, at its best. I thank you very much and I
appreciate very much doing business with you and your company Group , a very smooth and
delightful experience. Respectfully, With Gratitude John S. Houston, TX. I am very impressed
with this site for selling and purchasing. I sold my Mobile Salon through this site in a timely
manner with a fair price. Not only was it quick, they were very thorough with all information
regarding the unit for the seller as well as the buyer, which ensures both parties to be happy
customers. Denise really put me at ease in trusting the virtual world with selling my property via
online. It was definitely a first for me but will not be the last. I will continue using this site for
future sales as well as purchases. Great Job. Thank you so much. Due to Covid and the
continuous changes in the way of life, we decided to take one of our oldest companies to a new
direction. Mobility is a key to success. We purchased 5 units as of now and Wendy successfully
closed the deal on every unit. Units arrived as expected. Love the protection they offer to the
buyer and seller. We will always make UsedVending part of our mobile unit acquisition. Thank
you Wendy Byrd for all of your help. My experience with Used Vending was wonderful. They
made something that was beginning to be a burden for me easier and taken care of. I needed to
sell my food truck after years of construction and a partnership split. Samantha was my sales
representative and brought genuineness and professionalism into the sales process. She did
what it took to bring together the sale. Our truck lives on with a new owner and happy to move
forward in life. Thank you Samantha! Dave Quiles, Orlando, FL. From just starting to look, being
unsure if we would even go this path, to putting a deposit and going to purchase Bradley was
with me every step. He was never pushy, always quick to respond and very helpful and
knowledgeable. I would recommend UsedVending to anyone in the market. Stephanie Ligon,
Windsor, CA. I sold my coffee concession trailer in approximately 6 weeks. This site was
extremely easy to use and get my trailer posted and put up for sale. I was amazed at the number
of views it received. Working with Tonya made for a smooth and fast transaction. After going
over the equipment and how they should set up the trailer they were on their way in two hours.
First off, I had an incredible experience. However, I have to go back a few days before I met
Nicole the agent that assisted me and got involved with UsedVending. I had been searching the
internet for weeks trying to find a vehicle that was fit for taking my pizza stand which was
crippled by the Corona into mobile delivery as a pizza truck. It was the only way I could see
surviving this crisis. After weeks of searching through vehicles. I found a truck that looked like
it would work. A great savings for me. I immediately called the dealer and convinced him I was
interested. The dealer assured me my word was good enough and it would be ready. I told all
my friends and investors. I was so excited. The day before I intended to arrive I called the owner
to schedule the exact timing of the pick up, and found out that my vehicle had been sold. I know
this is probably very common and the dealer was probably doing what he had to do to protect
his profits, but I was bummed. The next morning I gathered the courage to launch out on my
search all over again. She was very quick and professional about gathering my interest, my
needs and my budget. She said she would take that and shoot me some suggestions while she
found out some additional details on the vehicles I had previously inquired. All of these vehicles
I had seen at that point, both on the site and the one I was poised to buy, were big compromises
to what I really wanted. Right after I got off the phone, while browsing the site, I see a van I had
not noticed and as I looked it over it looked to good to be true. On top of that it was exactly what
I was looking for. A high top van with a service window and it was white. So I called Nicole and
told her this is the one. She did and she called me with all kind of information that made me
want this vehicle even more. Long story short, I went from one evening having lost the truck I
was willing to settle for and travel a great distance to get, and by noon the next day, I had
locked a deposit in on a vehicle of my dreams. Little did I know just how much it would be.
When I got down there to purchase it, the owner was so kind and amazing and had taken such

good care of this vehicle. It was immaculate and in great operating condition. It also had the
electrical system I was going to need to install already in it and on top of that the owner threw in
all sorts of minor equipment she had used in her business as she was retiring. Nicole was
amazingly knowledgeable, helpful and encouraging throughout the whole process, and did I get
across ultra competent. This was such an amazing answer to prayer. I would recommend
anyone looking for a vending vehicle, make your first call to UsedVending. Kristy at
UsedVending was very helpful in assisting us in finding a food truck that met the needs of our
restaurant. She was also instrumental in helping us get the necessary financing. She was very
professional and pleasant to work with on this project. Kristy is committed to our success. We
highly recommend Kristy and UsedVending for your next purchase. We look forward to working
with her again in the near future as our business grows. Thank you Kristy! Debby Malonzo,
Mooresville, NC. This is a great site to list your equipment with. The representatives are very
attentive, you can list as many images as you want, and they are very thorough about
explaining your equipment. No money out of pocket on your part and all potential buyers are
prequalified. I also like that they are not exclusive and you can list your equipment anywhere
else of your choosing. Vending equipment can be a hard sell on the open market, this is a great
outlet and I would definitely use it again. Carol Horton, Phoenix, AZ. Bradley at UsedVending.
We are a shelter without a kitchen so this food trailer would serve as our kitchen and also allow
us to provide a food training program for our guests. Bradley found us the perfect trailer and
handled every detail for us. The trailer just arrived and it is beautiful. Thank you Bradley and
UsedVending for helping us make our shelter feel more like home! Denise pushed this deal to
the finish line. She was respectful, tentative, and knowledgeable. It was like working with a
friend that wanted the best for me. I would recommend her and used vending to anyone in the
market to buy or sell vending products. Wardell Pearson Sterrett, Alabama. I really enjoyed
working with UsedVending. Melissa Powers is a superstar! She was very helpful throughout the
process. I put my full trust in her and she didn't let me down. She
gmc syclone transfer case
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walked me through each step and communicated with me throughout the process. I tried
selling my ice cream van on my own with no success. Usedvending and Melissa got the job
done! From the start to the closing of the sale UsedVending personnel treated me like family.
They made the sales process a turn-key approach I could never have duplicated and made
selling my vendor cart a stress-free sales process. Thank you UsedVending. Jim Stanfa Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin. I could not have been more satisfied with the customer service that I
received!! When I first contacted Nicole, she made my experience a smooth one. She kept in
contact with me throughout the entire process. Even the day that I picked up my trailer, she
called to make sure that everything was correct! Bryan Ferrell, Belfry, KY. Text Number.
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